Condensed from the Jam-e-Jamshed Weekly, Sunday, September 12, 2021. For the
complete unedited version, subscribe to Jam-e-Jamshed (see below).
Jointly all five Vada Dasturjis Dasturji (Dr.) Firoze M. Kotwal (High Priest H.B. Wadia Atash
Bahram, Mumbai), Dasturji (Dr.) Jamasp Kaikhusroo Dastur JamaspAsa (High Priest Anjuman
Atash Bahram, Mumbai), Dasturji Khurshed Kaikobad Dastoor (High Priest Iranshah Udvada),
Dasturji Keki Cavasji Ravji MeherjiRana (High Priest Bhagarsath Anjuman Navsari), Dasturji
Cyrus Noshirwan Dastur (High Priest of D.N. Modi Atash Bahram Surat) - clarify the dos and
don'ts, once and for all, for the Parsi community, which is presently floundering.
From inter-marriage to cremation/burial, from the
shifting of holy fires to the navjotes of children of
inter-married couples, from the induction of female
mobedyaars to non-Parsis attending death rituals at
Doongerwadi, all five Vada Dasturjis respond in one
voice.
The initiative of asking the High Priests for their views
on the controversial questions that assail the
community was undertaken by Parsiana magazine in

its August 7, 2021 issue, reproduced in the Jam-eJamshed Weekly, in its September 12, 2021 issue, and
relevant portions published here with due
acknowledgement.

he Vada Dasturjis write: “As High Priests we would like to reply jointly on matters
affecting the community. While we understand that the pandemic has raised many

concerns and has changed temporarily the manner in which we dispose the bodies of
our beloved ones, the rest of the questions refer to the same controversial issues, which
have been asked time and again to the High Priests over the last 30 years. Community
traditions and the sanctity of our sacred places cannot be compromised to suit the
individual needs of various interest groups in our community.”
The High Priests go on to assert; “The world over, communities and institutions are
safeguarding the tangible and intangible heritage of small, vulnerable groups such as

the native Americans, Ossetians, the Marsh Arabs, the
Kalash people and others. The United Nations in
particular, since 2003, has emphasized the importance of
safeguarding the 'Intangible Cultural and Religious
Heritage' of smaller communities. They have worked
towards preventing the destruction and disappearance of
vulnerable people's intangible religious heritage and
have encouraged the need to build awareness among the
younger generation.”
The Vada Dasturjis jointly stress: “Our considered
opinion is that we as a community must do all we can to
preserve and perpetuate our heritage and our religious
beliefs and not barter and change our traditions and
practices in ways that will be detrimental to the
community's future well-being. Any change in the timetested traditions will eventually dilute and wipe out the

“We as a community
must do all we can to
preserve and perpetuate
our heritage and our religious beliefs and not
barter and change our
traditions and practices
in ways that will be detrimental to the community's future well-being.
Any change in the timetested traditions will
eventually dilute and
wipe out the religious
practices of our faith.”

religious practices of our faith. In the Parsi diaspora
across the world, there has been a shedding of the traditions and prac-tices owing to the
exigen-cies of time and their quest for modernity. In India, where we have the most at
stake in terms of our Atash Bahrams, Agiaries, a priestly school and our community
institutions, we must respond robustly to safeguarding our heritage.”

On whether Parsi priests can perform the 'Ashirwaad'ceremony for interfaith
couples ...
The issue of performing the 'Ashirwaad' has been contentiously debated within the
community because the ceremony is misrepresented as a mere blessing for the couple.
The marriage ceremony is part contractual and a part of it is the 'Ashirwaad' or blessing.

In the solemn contract, which precedes the 'Ashirwaad', the couple is asked if the
marriage is being done in accordance with the rites and practices of the Mazdayasni

faith. Therein it is declared that the bride is wedded “in accordance with the customs of
the Mazda-worshipping religion (awardaad va ayini dini Mazdayasni).”
The
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mockery and a
deception perpetrated
in the guise of religion.
Religiously speaking, a
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cannot perform
interfaith marriages.
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Lord,
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Zarathushtra as the spiritual leader(Ohrmazd khoda
shanashad,Zarthosht rad setayaad).” And later in the prayer

for health (Doa Tan Dorosti) the priest recites: “May they
(the couple) be steadfast in their knowledge of the good
Mazdayasnian religion, (Din beh Mazdayasna naga-hi
astwani bad).” These are not just words recited but it is a
covenant between Ahura Mazda and the followers of the
Good Religion.
Thus, it is assumed when the 'Ashirwaad' is recited that

the bride and the groom are ("Mazdayasni") Zoroastrians. Therefore, performing the
'Ashirwaad' ceremony for interfaith couples should be considered a mockery and a
deception perpetrated in the guise of religion. Religiously speaking, a Zoroastrian priest
cannot perform interfaith marriages. For such marriages the government offers a secular
format recognized in law.

On whether the navjote ceremony of children of interfaith couples can be
performed if both father and mother are agreeable ...
As orthodox High Priests and priests we are duty bound by the traditions and
religious practices of the faith and such navjotes should not be performed. In the past, a
series of resolutions regarding this issue have been
passed by the High Priests of the community. In 1942,
during the controversial navjotes performed in the
village of Bhamti in the district of Bansda, the ruler of
Bansda wrote to Dastur Kaikobad Darabji Dastur

MeherjiRana that he will not give his approval for such
interfaith navjotes as the High Priests of India had
written against the performance of such navjotes.
On March 16, 1945, a large meeting was held at the

If you wish to save and
preserve the Parsi Irani
community, then
intermarriage will
merely add to the
erosion of the
community's religious
identity.

Cowasjee Jehangir Hall. The meeting was
convened by Sir Byramji Jeejeebhoy to condemn
such navjotes as irreligious and illegal. The
speakers ranged from the learned Dasturji
Kaikhusroo Kutar, Dasturji Khurshed Dabu,
Jehangir

Chiniwalla,

Dinshaw

Masani,

Jamshedji M. Unvala and others.
Unvala, in particular, elaborated on how
various

geographic

fringe

groups

of

Zoroastrians, such as the Indo-Parthians and the
Hephthalites, assimilated in the larger host
community through intermarriage, and lost
their Zoroastrian identity. Intermarriage is not
the answer for the Parsi Irani Zoroastrian
community and has never been in our history.
There were Zoroastrian soldiers and other
settled communities living in China, Turkey and Rome, but all these communities were

lost, once they began the process of inter-marriage.
If you wish to save and preserve the Parsi Irani community, then intermarriage will
merely add to the erosion of the community's religious identity. It is equally important
to raise the religious education level of the younger generation, and this is a matter that
needs to be taken up as it will be a unifying factor in the long term.
A religiously educated community will have a better chance of survival than the mere
increase of numbers in the community.

On burial of Parsis who have succumbed to covid-19 being permitted on
Doongerwadi land as a temporary solution to avoid cremation ...
With reference to the use of burial as an alternative to Dokhmenishini on Doongerwadi
grounds during this covid pandemic period, we have the following observations to
make as High Priests:
The Doongerwadi land is seen as sacrosanct and was established by our ancestors
according to the prescriptions of our faith, for the specific use of the religiously
mandated system of Dokhmenishni for the Parsi Irani Zoroastrian community.
In our considered opinion, no other system of disposal can be carried out on our
sacred Doongerwadi land. All other systems of disposal i.e., other than Dokhmenishini,

are un-Zoroastrian and do not conform to the theology and practices of the faith. The
fact that a wrong practice prevails, be it in Iran or elsewhere in the world, owing to
circumstances beyond one's control, does not make a wrong practice right from a
religious point of view. The trustees of all Doongerwadi lands are duty-bound to
maintain and uphold the proper workings of the Dokhmenishini system. The
introduction of any other system, even temporarily, on functioning Dakhma lands,
amounts to a breach of trust on the part of the trustees.
If one is helpless as in the times of the covid pandemic and if the Government of the
day has prohibited different forms of disposal of the body, then temporarily, only
because of and during the pandemic period, a different method of disposal can be
resorted to elsewhere. However, it cannot be done on
functioning Doongerwadi land, which is reserved
explicitly for Dokhmenishni purposes.
We emphatically reiterate that no other system of
disposal can be introduced in the Doongerwadi complex,
just as you would not be allowed to build a Tower of
Silence in an Aramgah or have an Aramgah built on land
meant for a burning ghaat.
In case of a covid victim, if Dokhmenishini is allowed,
the Geh-saarna should be recited in full by a pair of
Mobeds facing the direction of the Tower of Silence, and
it can be done only during daylight hours. The sagdid
ritual, which allows the 'gaze of the dog' to fall upon the
deceased, is an important ritual, and it should be done
before disposing of the nasa, i.e., dead body. If
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Dokhmenishini is not allowed for covid victims, Mobeds
should be allowed to recite the Geh-saarna even without a sachkar and Sagdid as it is a
situation created out of helplessness and not by flouting religious laws. When there is
no dead body present in front of the priests doing the Geh-saarna, the ritual of sachkar
and sagdid does not arise. The Geh-saarna affords solace to the deceased's soul and the
family members, and its recitation is important as part of the healing process.
Our learned High Priest of the H.B. Wadia Atash Bahram, Dastur Edalji Darabji
Sanjana (d.1847) had decreed that if a body of a Parsi deceased cannot be located, then
two priests can be sent to the Doongerwadi to recite the Geh-saarna facing the Dakhma.
This oral tradition has been recorded by Pirojshah Adarji Kotwal (d. 1943), the

grandfather of Dastur Dr. Firoze Kotwal, who was the most skilled ritual priest in
Navsari and whose opinion was sought on all matters pertaining to ritual practice in the
first half of the 20th century. This was especially important in those days as men went
on long perilous journeys and the body could not be retrieved, especially as the body
may have been disposed of in a manner alien to Zoroastrian practice. For this we have
examples of prayers done within a ritual format and those recited without the
performance of the ritual act.
Every religion in the world has a defined structure that is sacred to them. It does not
serve to mix two different systems, as it only results in diluting the religiously
covenanted system, both spiritually and legally, by the trustees. It is unfortunate that
our people instead of remaining firm and faithful to the religion are instead, perhaps
unintentionally, weakening our age-old time-tested system of Dokhmenishini by
attempting to introduce burial as an alternative on Doongerwadi land. On this point
Dastur Khurshed Dastur conveyed his reservations: The current method used to dispose
of the mortal remains of those unfortunate Covid-19 victims is also completely against
our religious tenets and scriptures. In my humble opinion, some consideration should
be shown towards these patients and the surviving members of their family. With the

passage of time, we have witnessed numerous changes in our customs and traditions.
Today, we are faced with the most unusual but inevitable circumstances, and we have
no control over its effects in every aspect of human life. I beg to differ here by saying
that we need a slightly more pragmatic approach to help us tide over these trying times.
Whatever change is adopted has to, and will, be brought to an end as soon as we are
through with this pandemic.

On whether priests should perform funerary ceremonies for non-covid deceased
Parsis who opt for cremation or burial, where a functioning Dakhma exists ...
Ancient religions such as Zoroastrianism adhere to a form of established religious
practice, which is inviolable. Religion is not a philosophical treatise, which can be
arbitrarily changed and re-moulded when needed. Zoroastrian religious practices have
sanctity and it has, in place, laws, systems of worship and traditions, which are proper
and fit to follow according to the precepts of the faith.
By burying any dead matter (nasa) in the earth, such as a corpse, the Parsis commit the
sin of concealing and burying nasa. According to our texts, the corpse should be exposed
to the cleansing rays of the sun and not kept enclosed in the bowels of the earth.
The practice of burial in the ground or cremation is not a practice followed by our
ancestors. For example, there seems to be no evidence in Iran of huge tracts of

Zoroastrian graveyards or necropolises as seen in Egypt. In Iran bodies were left on
mountain tops to be consumed by wild animals and birds and the bones when dried
were placed in ossuaries to be preserved for the Renovation of the world when the
bones of the dead will rise at the time of the Final Resurrection.
Therefore, both cremation and burial in places where a dakhma exists are against the
precepts of the Zoro-astrian faith, and it is not proper under normal, non-Covid
conditions for Zoroastrian religious ceremonies to be performed for those who opt for
other forms of disposal.

On why non-Parsis in Mumbai and several other places are barred from
attending funerary prayers and not permitted to pay their last respects in the
'bungli' ...
We fail to understand why a small section of the Parsi community wants to challenge
all our ancient time-tested practices of our faith almost on an annual basis, stirring
community energies on to a path of obliteration rather than preservation. We would like
to stress here that it is not our non-Parsi friends who ask for this change but our own
brethren out of a lack of understanding and non-acceptance of the theology and

practices of the faith.
In any given religion, what is sacred and what is not, and what is not accessible to nonbelievers, is determined by its theological practices. In Christianity, for example, a nonChristian cannot approach the Eucharist Table or consume the Holy Water and blood of
Christ in a church. In Islam gusal (bathing the corpse) is not allowed by non-Muslims.
In Zoroastrian funerary proceedings, as soon as the sachkaar is done for the deceased,
the bungli is decreed to be a religiously lawful and a consecrated place similar to a fire
temple. Non-Parsis/Zoroastri-ans are not permitted to enter the bungli or pay their
respects once the process of sachkaar has begun. A simple way to maintain our ancient
traditions and also facilitate non-Zoroastrians, if some families are keen for them to
view the body, is to keep the deceased in the pavilion before the sachkaar ceremony as so
many families have done, for non-Zoroastrians to pay their last respects, and this
obviates the need to enter the bungli. It is a simple arrangement that can work without
disrupting our practices. The intangible heritage of our community, its ethos and the

spirit of its practices must be respected by Zoroastrians and non-Zoroastrians alike.
Additionally, it is a spiritual requirement for a Parsi after attending a funeral to perform
the all-important padyaab-kusti, which completes the ritual process, which a person of
alien faith cannot do. ■

